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Isaiah 28:11-18a

Truly, with stammering lip and with alien tongue he will
speak to this people, to whom he has said, “This is rest; give
rest to the weary; and this is repose”; yet they would not hear.
Therefore the word of the Lord will be to them, “Precept upon
precept, precept upon precept, line upon line, line upon line,
here a little, there a little;" in order that they may go, and fall
backward, and be broken, and snared, and taken.
Therefore hear the word of the Lord, you scoffers who rule
this people in Jerusalem. Because you have said, “We have
made a covenant with death, and with Sheol we have an
agreement; when the overwhelming scourge passes through it
will not come to us; for we have made lies our refuge, and in
falsehood we have taken shelter”; therefore thus says the
Lord God, See, I am laying in Zion a foundation stone, a tested
stone, a precious cornerstone, a sure foundation: “One who
trusts will not panic.”
And I will make justice the line, and righteousness the
plummet; hail will sweep away the refuge of lies, and waters
will overwhelm the shelter. Then your covenant with death



will be annulled.

*

Do you notice the sound of leaves rustling?

Psithurism, they call it

Which seems a bit onomatopoeic to me -

Psithur...
Psithur...

Can you hear it??
Do you notice?

When your attention is elsewhere, It's easily missed
When you're more concerned with the direction you're going,
or the terrain beneath your feet,
or what lies ahead,

you may not notice the consistent sigh of Nature's breath
Psithur...
Psithur....
Psithur...

On the brink of armed conflict, their attention trained on
assistance from foreign gods, many did
not notice
In the midst of an oppressor-instigated census, with travel and
survival on their minds, many did
not notice
With a pandemic raging and tensions high among neighbors,
family members, friends, we may
not notice

That a cornerstone was placed
Was being placed
Is being placed
In the midst of it all
To be our consistency
Above, beneath, before, behind, around, within

Can you hear it?
Do you notice??



Psithur...
Psithur...
Psithur...
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